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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1.1.

Following agreement by all to the Inspector’s suggestion during the Symondshyde Hearing Session
on 09 March 2021 for a Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) to be prepared between the three
principal parties – comprising WSP (for GCE), DTA (for Tarmac Trading Limited) and Hertfordshire
County Council (HCC) – this document sets out each party’s respective position in terms of points that
are agreed and those areas of disagreement. It focuses on the Public Transport Strategy, set out in
EX202E by WSP, DTA’s response to EX202E (attached as Appendix 1 to Tarmac’s representations)
and WSP’s subsequent Technical Note Response, EX248, to DTA’s response at Appendix 1.

1.1.2.

An updated note, dated 26 March 2021, to that contained in Appendix B of EX202E, from UNO (the
local bus operator) is attached as Appendix A.

2

AREAS OF AGREEMENT

2.1.1.

The three principal parties are in agreement on the following matters:

¡ The overall aims of the Public Transport Strategy contained within Section 2.2 of EX202E are
accepted by all parties, in principle.
¡ It is agreed that the Inspector must be satisfied that the bus strategy will be viably and
commercially deliverable and sustainable, in order for the allocation to be considered sound.
¡ The 2011 Journey to Work Census data, indicating bus mode share for ‘Hatfield Villages’, is
accepted as a baseline. This is 3%.
¡ An average £1/passenger boarding fare including concessionary fares and child / student
discounts is accepted by all parties as a low fare in order to test the robustness of the viability
appraisal.
¡ A revised viability appraisal, based upon a wider bus service time period as suggested by DTA
than that submitted originally in EX202E, has been undertaken by WSP and included in the now
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submitted Technical Note Response (EX248) to DTA’s rebuttal. WSP are content with the higher
operating cost estimate, accepting that this will be confirmed as part of the more detailed work
required for a planning application.
¡ In relation to bus viability, the principle of any and all operating deficiencies before break-even
point being met by GCE is accepted, whenever that break-even point might be, although this will
be subject to review and more detailed transport assessment work at the appropriate stage. This
approach has been agreed between HCC and WSP.

3

AREAS OF DISAGREEMENT

3.1.1.

There is disagreement between Tarmac Trading Limited / DTA and HCC / GCE / WSP on the following
matters relating to sustainable travel and proposed bus viability:

¡ DTA consider Symondshyde to be remote and not to be within reasonable walking or cycling
distances of key facilities. WSP and HCC disagree and consider that the sustainable walking and
cycling credentials, including within the site as a walkable neighbourhood and key facilities
beyond, have been fully considered at length in previous Hearing Sessions.
¡ For the bus mode share, DTA consider that a figure above the baseline percentage of circa 3% is
not justified for Symondshyde nor has any evidence been provided to support a higher rate. HCC
/ WSP disagree with this approach and maintain that a bus mode share of circa 10% should be
applied in the future as referenced in EX202E and in particular in its paragraph 2.5.3 and
benchmarked against relevant case studies in Section 3.
¡ DTA considers that the assumption of applying journey to work mode share for all journey
purposes is likely to lead to an overestimate of demand for bus travel. WSP / HCC disagree and
consider this a reasonable assumption at this stage and more detailed assessment work at a
later time would support the viability case to accompany the planning application submission.
¡ DTA consider there is lack of clarity of bus service destinations, how bus route lengths have been
calculated, leading to how many buses are required to achieve the proposed public transport
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16/04/2021

UNO NOTE

Public

26 March 2021
To whom it may concern
Bus routes in proposed developments at Stanborough and Symondshyde
Further to previous correspondence on the proposed new developments, I have spent some further
time analysing the detail around transport provision in the areas and thought it would be beneficial
to provide some specific feedback on key parts of the assumptions made.
As per my previous letter of October 2020, in principle Uno would be supportive of giving full and
proper consideration to providing bus services to these developments through either an adaptation
of an existing service (or services) or through the provision of a new service.
Firstly, with regards to the operating costs of typical public service vehicles. Uno has been
established for nearly 30 years in Hertfordshire and we operate a mixed fleet of single- and doubledeck buses from a purpose-built depot in Hatfield. The costing assumed within the Public Transport
Strategy of £160k per vehicle per year is entirely reasonable and in-line with current market
conditions. This would account for vehicle lease or depreciation costs, planned maintenance, fuel,
wear and tear and an allowance for driver costs along with a fair operating margin.
From experience, it’s difficult to accurately forecast accurately the number of passenger trips that
may be made. With a robust strategy in place from day one, with a well-thought through marketing
plan and attractive initial offers, I believe the predicted number of passengers within the strategy
could be achieved. Critical to this will be the importance of ensuring buses are always able to access
all parts of the route through the development, without hindrance by either construction work or
residents’ cars. The prominence of bus priority within the recently published National Bus Strategy
underlines how important this is in both attracting and retaining passengers.
My understanding is that the forecast passenger numbers do not include potential trips made by
existing residents within Hatfield who live outside of the new development. Promoted in the right
way, this will bolster the amount of revenue taken on bus and potentially allow the service to
operate on a commercial basis sooner.
Yours sincerely,

Ed Cameron CMILT
Commercial Manager
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